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The relationship between the Helmholtz free energy
and the partition function is based on general arguments
regarding entropy, so that for particles in a trap it is still
true that
F (T; !;N ) =  kT lnZ(T; !;N ): (9)
III. EXPLICIT PARTITION FUNCTION AND
CONSEQUENCES



































In the derivation above I have assumed that kT  h!
and converted the discrete sum into an integral, and I
have used the density of states f() appropriate for a har-
monic oscillator potential. Using standard arguments,
the partition function for N non-interacting particles in




















where in the last line I have used Stirling's approximation
for large N .
The Helmholtz free energy is thus























which gives the analog to the ideal gas law for the trapped
particles:
P! = 3NkT: (14)








which combined with Eqs. (13) shows that
E = P!: (16)
The linear relationship between energy and oscillation
frequency is to be expected given the fact that energy of
each quantized single-particle energy level is of the form
mh! (where m is an integer).
IV. COMMENT ON HEAT CAPACITY













and this is related to the heat capacity at constant vol-
ume C
V






















This makes sense because the translational motion of
each particle contributes 3k=2 to the heat capacity, and
the potential energy of the three-dimensional harmonic
oscillator conning potential contributes an additional
3k=2. The dierence between the heat capacities at con-
















In other words, the energy needed to raise the tempera-
ture of the particles by T all comes from the work done
on the particles by the increase in ! that is necessary to
keep P = E=! constant.
V. CONCLUSION
For particles trapped in smoothly varying long-range
potentials, volume is not an appropriate thermodynamic
3variable. Thermodynamics can, however, be developed
using other parameters characterizing the connement of
the particles. In this paper I have considered particles in
isotropic harmonic traps, and I have used the frequency
of oscillations about the minimumof the trap as the con-
nement parameter analogous to V . I have derived the
analog to the ideal gas law for this simple case, and also
formulas for appropriate heat capacities. These simple
relations can be used to solve many thermodynamic prob-
lems for trapped particles that are analogous to problems
for gases in containers with rigid walls that are posed in
introductory texts. Generalizations to anisotropic traps
and more complicated potentials are certainly possible,
and would make good student projects.
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